
Creative Brief

Client:

Project:           

Budget:

Client Contact Information:

Deadline:

Name:

Phone:    eMail Addr:
  
Product or Service (What company, product, service or concept are we trying to sell?):

Key Features/Benefits (What aspects of this product or service set it apart from the competition?):

Primary Target Audience: (Characterize your ideal customer):

Demographics:
(Age Range/
Sex/Income 
Range)

Psychographics: 
(Hobbies, 
interests, jobs,
lifestyle factors)

Secondary Target Audience(s): (After the primary audience, who else do we want to influence?):



Project Goals and Objectives (What are we trying to accomplish with this project? Please be specific):

Please prioritize 
the goals and 
objectives 
starting with the 
most important

Primary Communication (What is the single most important idea that must be communicated to the primary 
target audience?):

If your prospect 
could only take 
away ONE idea 
or impression 
from this 
project...what 
should it be?

Supporting Points (Why should the audience believe the Primary Communication?):

Please prioritize 
supporting 
points starting 
with the most 
important

Desired Action (How do we wish the target audience to respond?):

Existing Mindset (What pre-conceptions exist regarding the company, product, service or competition?):

  
 

Competitors (Who are they? What are they doing that we need to be aware of?):

Who is rising/
falling? What are 
their strenghts 
and 
weaknesses?
Who is your 
toughest 
competitor? 

Mandatories (What disclaimers, copyrights, trademarks, contact info, pricing, maps, etc must be included?)
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